144,000: 60 – See Red
Dream: November 16, 2009: I was with a wise doctor who was teaching me how to diagnose
and treat my friend, Bill Smith, who has Alzheimer’s disease. My mentor covered all the
contributing mental, emotional, soul-astral and physical aspects of this disorder. He said that its
core cause, however, was due to rejecting and forgetting that one is a child of God. To heal this,
I was to use my power of imagination to see ruby-red or bloodred regenerative light throughout Bill’s brain.
Interpretation: Bill is the diminutive form of William, our power of
will. A “smith” is one who works with hot metal to shape it, like a
goldsmith (gold is for the light body), a silversmith (silver is for our
soul or astral body), or a blacksmith (black is for the physical body).
When our fiery light body descends into our cerebrum, it heats it and
makes all of its twelve centers or thrones malleable. Then we use
our Christ willpower and imagination to regenerate and reshape our
cerebral cells and circuits, so that we can birth our golden light body in and through our astral
and physical bodies. In mortal consciousness, the “Bill” in us, we have forgotten how to do this.
See Red in your Head: Visualize ruby-red light in your cerebrum, which regenerates all its
thrones, restoring its 12-fold connection with your I Am Self. Do not see red as mortal man
does, meaning “to get angry,” which makes you forget that you are a child of God who has
come to birth peace and love on Earth. Rather, see cosmic red. Be red in your head. Be reborn.
See Red in other Heads: Picture a friend, family member or foe before you. Radiate blood-red
regenerative light into this person’s cerebrum, which rejuvenates, reawakens and renews it.
This person is remade in the image and likeness of God, as His-Her son or daughter.
Regenerate 1,000 Elect in Syria. Saul certainly
saw red in a mortal sense when he persecuted
the early Christians. On the road to Damascus,
Syria, however, he perceived the regenerative
light of Christ Jesus, which reawakened and
renewed him, such that he remembered that he
was Paul, who was to heal others’ forgetfulness.
See yourself above Syria with Sananda-Jesus
and Hilarion-Paul. Visualize red light radiating
into the brains of the 1,000 elect in Syria, which
renews and revitalizes and rejuvenates them.
The 1,000 elect in Syria radiate their red
regenerative light into the minds and hearts of all
Syrian citizens. One by one, they awaken from
their Saul sleep and remember their Paul perception as “little, lessened, humbled” ones who
birth not anger but peace. This reshapes and regenerates the entire Middle East. So be it.
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